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Abstract: This article addresses the issues of the formation of bad debts on commercial credits in the corporate
e-commerce segment. An analysis of factual data has shown the probability frequency of default on commercial
credits in this B2B segment of e-commerce to be in line with the normal distribution. This leads to a hypothesis
whereby the probability of default on a commercial credit has nothing to do with the size of the credit; therefore,
when it comes to credit risk management in the wholesale e-commerce sector, it’s the rating of the client that
comes to be of primary importance, not the size of the credit issued to the client. This article introduces a
method for rating the client using the significance index, which is formed based on analysis of data obtained
from buyer questionnaires. The article presents a formula for calculating the significance index based on
weighted ratings of the client’s questionnaire data, as well as a flow-chart for calculating this indicator.
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INTRODUCTION When it comes to the segment of corporate e-

In today’s world, the popularity of e-commerce is with the normal distribution; therefore, client rating is
growing increasingly fast, which is made evident by the crucial  in credit risk management. John Salek notes [4]
dramatic increase in Internet users [1] and online shops. that granting a commercial credit entails additional costs.
The ease of entering the sector makes for fierce These are associated with increases in the sales volume
competition among Internet stores. One of the ways of caused by the company’s credit policy  getting  more
boosting the competitiveness of an Internet company and loyal and servicing accumulated, as well as bad, debts.
gaining the unfailing trust of the client are preferences, This inevitably leads to price increases and drops in the
which are an element of the company’s credit policy. competitiveness of the company.
Credit payment deferment is a form of such preferences.
Granting payment deferments enables one to modify the Body: Credit risk arises as a result of non-repayment of
scheme of interconnection, proposed by Michael Porter commercial credits by borrowers [5]. We’ll consider the
[2], between the company’s competitiveness and frequency  distribution  function  of  a  chance  quantity,
competitive advantages, with payment deferment added X (X is the size of a commercial credit issued), with a view
as a competitive advantage, as is shown in Figure 1. to establish whether the probability of credit risk arising

According to Terence Zinger [3], one of the major depends on the size of the credit issued. Table 1 presents
components of a company’s credit policy is, along with data on the distribution of volumes of commercial credits
determining the period of issuing a credit and establishing by a B2B e-commerce company specializing in selling
the procedure for collecting a debt, is forming general spare car parts.
standards for extending credit to  buyers. These We’ll calculate the mathematical expectation and
standards are used with a view to pick “those clients who mean square deviation [6] of the size of non-repayed
are able to repay” from the general mass of “those who credits and address the validity of the hypothesis on the
are prepared to repay”. normal distribution of the variable X.

commerce, the probability of credit risk arising is in line
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Fig. 1: Interconnection between a company’s competitiveness and competitive advantages.

Fig. 2: Frequency distribution function of a chance quantity X

Table 1: Aggregate table on commercial credits issued
Size of commercial credit issued, rub. Number of non-repayed credits, per given period
up to 1000 r 2
1000-10000 r 3
10000-50000 r 4
50000-100000 r 7
over 100000 r 1

The normal distribution of the chance quantity X is assuming that the variable X is clearly defined, i.e. taken
a frequency distribution function: within a set interval and with a set interval size. Let’s

N = (µ, ),

where µ[mu] is the mathematical expectation of a chance The upper interval limit 44399-35315 = 9084,
quantity, [sigma] is the mean square deviation. The number of intervals is 6, the interval size 44399 +

Figure 2 presents a graph for the dependence of the 35315 = 79714,
frequency distribution function on the size of a Given the interval, we’ll round the upper limit value
commercial credit issued. down to 79710.

Let’s calculate the normal distribution with
analogous mathematical expectation and mean square The calculation results are shown in Table 3 and
deviation values. For comparison, we’ll draw a graph graphically presented in Figure 4.

consider the interval within the following limits:

The lower interval limit ,
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Fig. 4: Normal distribution of the chance quantity in interval [µ – , µ + ] with size 11771

Fig. 5: Combining resulting frequency distribution function and normal distribution graphs with analagous mathematical
expectation and mean square deviation values

Table 2: Statistical data on non-repayed commercial credits

Size of non-repayed Mathematical expectation Mean square deviation
commercial credit, X, rub. of chance quantity X of chance quantity X Normal distribution

360 44399 35315,24 0,0000052
900 44399 35315,24 0,0000053
1500 44399 35315,24 0,0000054
5630 44399 35315,24 0,0000062
8993 44399 35315,24 0,0000068
17662 44399 35315,24 0,0000085
24500 44399 35315,24 0,0000096
38656 44399 35315,24 0,0000111
43566 44399 35315,24 0,0000113
54233 44399 35315,24 0,0000109
60012 44399 35315,24 0,0000102
65532 44399 35315,24 0,0000094
70223 44399 35315,24 0,0000086
76566 44399 35315,24 0,0000075
89900 44399 35315,24 0,0000049
95330 44399 35315,24 0,0000040
101220 44399 35315,24 0,0000031
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Table 3: Normal distribution in interval [µ – , µ + ] with size 11771

X Normal distribution

9084 0,0000069
20855 0,0000090
32626 0,0000107
44397 0,0000113
56168 0,0000107
67939 0,0000090
79710 0,0000069

Combining the resulting frequency distribution We’ll  now   demonstrate  our  method  for
function and normal distribution graphs with the calculating  the  size   of   a  down-payment  on  the
analagous mathematical expectation and mean square client’s     request.     To     ensure    this   approach is
deviation values for the chance quantity reveals that the well-founded,   we’ll   employ    a   significance  client
graph for the distribution of the chance quantity X (the index  (SCI).  The   economic    substance  of SCI lies in
size of the commercial credit issued) is bell-shaped, which that  focus  is  on  determining   the  relative size of a
attests to the fact that this distribution conforms to the down-payment    (%     of     the    price   of    an   order)
normal distribution. the buyer has to make before the shipment takes place.

Thus, the probability of credit risk arising does not weighted client ratings; note that the sum of weighted
depend on the size of the credit issued. Furthermore, we client ratings and the significance index are inversely
derive the following assumptions: dependent on each other: the higher the sum of weighted

The probability of default on a large credit is close to payment percentage):
zero;
The probability of default on a small credit is close to SCI = 1 – f{x ,.. x }
zero.

It’s apparent, with the above inference in mind that i  n;
credit risk management calls for preventive measures x  = w k , w , is the weight of parameter i within the
aimed  at  reducing  the  risk  of  bad  debts arising [7]. aggregate of ratings;
One such measure - aimed at getting the client to deal with k  is the value of parameter i based on questionnaire data.
it more responsibly - is using down-payments, for it
stands to reason that the borrower will want to get its There are several stages to implementing this
down-payment funds back as soon as possible [8]. method. Figure 6 contains a flowchart summarizing the
However, the down-payment size shouldn’t be too high, client rating process.
since competitors can offer deals at lower down-payments The flowchart above clearly demonstrates the
or even none whatsoever. However, if the size is too low, process  of  client  rating   and   logic  of calculating the
the seller will be running  into  financial  difficulties size of the maximum size of a commercial credit – based on
having to invest its own money in the product  ordered SCI. The calculation is performed via the following
for the client. To tackle this issue, we came up with a algorithm:
method for  determining  the  maximum  down-payment
size for the client, which is based on questionnaire data. Having the client fill out a questionnaire.
This approach can be employed by e-commerce Calculating the sum of weighted client rating based
institutions operating  in  the  B2B  segment  and willing on the data provided in the questionnaire. This
to  efficiently  assess  the  client’s  financial  solvency. enables us to:
The purpose of questionnaire is getting as much Figure out the average price of shipments over the
information about the client as possible without getting in entire period of working with the client for further
touch in person, as all business is conducted over the neutralizing the factor of seasonal and/or temporary
Internet. client buying decline;

Here SCI is condidered as a function of the sum of two

ratings, the lower the significance index (the down-

1 n

where X is a weighted client rating using parameter i, 1

i i i i

i
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Fig. 6: Flowchart summarizing the client rating process 

Figure out the frequency  and  regularity of Conduct an analysis of payments missed on
shipments over the period  set,  which  are previous shipments. If the client has a history of
considered    as      independent      rating    factors. delaying payment for merchandise shipped, then
Of principal importance is the  regularity of these facts must be taken into account;
shipments,   which    shows    how   “tightly” the assess the need in having individual orders formed
client  has  been  working  with   the  seller. If the by the supplier. If the client is ordering a product that
client has in one shot ordered a large batch of is not available at the seller’s warehouse at the
merchandise to its warehouse, the frequency of moment, the latter will have to place an order just for
shipments  will  be  low,  while  the price of a this specific client. In that case, the seller will have to
shipment  may  be high. If the client’s work is give the manufacturer a down-payment using its own
irregular,   it  might   be   not   interested  in getting funds, since the money paid by the client to the seller
the  merchandise  fast    and   consequently,  can as a down-payment is not enough to cover the whole
delay  payment. In such situations, it’s not batch ordered;
reasonable  to  provide  the  client   with   a  low Assess the revenue earned from working with the
down-payment; client.
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Table 4: Set of parameters assessment of which is necessary for calculating the client significance index
Parameter index, i Parameter
1 Form of enterprise
2 Number of employees 
3 Area rented 
4 Website concept
5 Forms of advertising used to attract customers
6 Line of business
7 Systematic (daily, weekly, etc.) need to make purchases as percentage of Seller’s gross turnover
8 Assumed monthly turnover as percentage of Seller’s gross turnover
9 Share of rush orders as percentage of Seller’s gross turnover
10 Significance of tregion (Client operates in) for Seller
11 Period of time Client’s company has been in existence for
12 Experience of working with market leaders
13 Availability of favorable reviews on Client
14 Availability of unfavorable reviews on Client
15 Quality of liquidity indicators (conformity with norm)

Table 5: Detailed weighted client rating based on Assumed monthly turnover and Share of rush orders parameters
Parameter index, i Parameter Weight of parameter, points
8 Assumed monthly turnover in Seller’s gross turnover,% 15

– less than 1 0,25
– 1- 5 0,5
– 5-10 0,75
– more than 10 1

9 Share of rush orders Client’s gross turnover,% 20
– less than 20 1
– 20-50 0,75
– 50-80 0,5
– more than 80 0,25

Table 4 presents a set of the most essential is available, the buyer’s website is evaluated. If the
parameters for rating the client. The putative set is website is an instrument for sales, the significance
considered here as basic. Depending on the line of index is higher and it makes sense to ask for a lower
business and other significant considerations relating to down-payment.
the company’s business practices, the list can be The client’s assumed daily turnover, evaluated based
expanded or transformed. on the average receipt or order basket, is quite high,

Our experience of implementing this system has which is considered to be a factor for frequent and
revealed that the maximum rating can be given to buyers regular future shipments to this client. And this, in
with the following questionnaire data: turn, will boost the turnaround rate and profit

The buyer-company’s form of enterprise implies There is a high share of the client’s turnover in the
having more than one proprietor, which, as a rule, seller-company’s gross turnover, which calls for
raises the level of responsibility for the counterpart creating the most propitious conditions for the client,
when a commercial credit is issued to it. i.e. reducing the down-payment size.
A higher number of employees imply a higher level of The minimal SCI value is assigned to clients who
social responsibility for the buyer in running its mostly place rush orders, since in this case the
business. Internet seller has to pay its supplier for merchandise
A bigger size of an area rented suggests a higher right away; in other words, while extending credit to
turnover for the buyer-company. the client, the seller gets no payment deferment.
The buyer employs the Internet as an additional
powerful channel for sales, i.e. additionally runs an A fragment of a practical example of client rating is
online store and employs Internet advertising (here provided in Table 5. The first column contains the
it doesn’t matter what type of commerce (retail or parameter’s index (1 to 15); the second – the parameter’s
wholesale) the buyer is engaged in). If this parameter title and  a set of elements it encompasses; the third – the

percentage received from this client.
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parameter’s  weight.  Thus,  each  of the parameter’s In the course of carrying out the assessment
values gets a certain amount of points and a weighted procedures, we analyze the formalized information that
rating. comes in the form of responses to questions in the

 Table 5 presents a practical example of assessing two questionnaire and allows us to get an integrated rating of
of the most significant client assessment parameters. Let’s the potential buyer. Thus, for instance, the following
examine them in more detail. information is analyzed:

The parameter “Assumed monthly turnover in the
seller’s gross turnover” has a weight of 15% against the The client’s geographic location;
combined weight of all the other significant parameters. Working with the supplier’s branches (if any). If the
Its value allows us to estimate the share of the buying client does, we take the value established by a
volume of a specific client in the online store’s gross branch and assign it as initial to SCI. If the client is a
turnover: if the buying volume is low (less than 1%), the new partner on the regional sales market, we
rating of this parameter’s point rating will equal 0,25 determine SCI in a step-by-step fashion based on
points. When the buying volume share is high, the rating questionnaire data. Since most commercial
is maximal and equals 1, which will increase the companies are interested in establishing themselves
significance  index  and,  consequently,  reduce  the in new regional markets, in our last case the weighted
down-payment size. client rating goes up by 10%;

The parameter “Share of rush orders in the client’s How long the business has been in operation. If the
gross turnover” is estimated as 20% against the combined client has been around for over 4 years, the SCI
weight of all the other significant parameters. Determining estimate goes up by 5%;
its value allows us to estimate the size of the client’s share The counterpart’s line of business, which is
of purchases the online store has to place an order for important in terms of determining the potential
with the supplier without delaying payment. If the greater frequency and regularity of shipments;
part of the merchandise  ordered  is  not  a  rush  order Experience of working with market leaders. If there is
(the rush order share is less than 20%) and is shipped as any, we add 5% more to the client rating, since it
part of a warehouse order with the online store’s payment implies that the counterpart is aware of a
to its supplier being deferred, then this value is maximal responsibility for the consequences of both
and equals 1. This will increase SCI and reduce the down- providing false information in the questionnaire with
payment size. regard to the assumed financial indicators and failing

Employing  the   method   of  rating-based to meet payment dates;
assessment  will   make   it  possible  to  form  a  set of The availability of positive and negative reviews,
clear and well-founded rules for assessing a potential which, respectively, increase or reduce the weighted
buyer and ensure minimization of the risk of overdue rating by 1%. The reason this parameter has such a
receivables and other negative kinds of debtor low weight is due to the fact that the availability of
indebtedness. such reviews is not much more important than their

Forming the significance index (SCI) based on the objectiveness of every single review;
questionnaire filled out at the first stage. Liquidity. At this stage, we analyze the client’s

Determining the value of the significance index is to share its financial records will imply a low rating
accomplished by means of solving a multi-parameter for its liquidity, while the conformity of the liquidity
problem whose parameters are the client’s questionnaire parameters with the norm will increase the weighted
data and solution result is SCI, which enables us to rating by as many as 10%.
substantiate the optimum size of a commercial credit it
would be expedient to issue to the client based on the Having formed the necessary information array, we’ll
specifics of its operation and the risks of the seller’s calculate the significance index using the following
interaction with the client. At each stage of the algorithm, formula:
a weighted rating is consecutively determined or adjusted.
The weighted estimate of SCI is determined based on the
parameters listed in Table 4.

not being available, for it’s impossible to assess the

financial accountability [9]. Here the client’s refusal
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where I  is the initial value of the significance index; 4. Assessment of the conformity of real financialSC0

 is the sum of weighted ratings using 15 above- indicators of the client’s performance with that specified

mentioned parameters.
By default, I  equals 0; in case the client works withSC0

a branch, I  equals the value of the index set by theSC0

branch. It’s apparent that if the value of  is

maximal, the 100-percent value of I  equals 0, i.e. a clientSC

with the maximal value of the weighted ratings can work
with no down-payment at all. The fact that there might be
a remainder resulting from the division by 100 (denoted
mod 100) as the subtrahend in the formula has an
important physical implication: the down-payment size
should by no means be higher than 100% of the whole
size of merchandise ordered.

Determining the value of I which ranges between 1SC

to 100 percent, allows us to rank clients from the
standpoint of their significance for the supplier and can
be used for determining the amount of money enough for
the seller to ship or order the product for the client.

Let’s exemplify this. A wholesale buyer regularly
places an order for a product with the online store for a
small amount of money. The product is shipped several
times per   week  with  a  big  discount  for  the  buyer.
The client always pays on time – there has never been a
delay. On average, the seller ships the product 3 times per
week, the size of each order is 70-80 thousand rubles and
the seller makes a profit of 50 thousand rubles per month.
According to the order statistics, the client makes 80% of
its purchases from the seller’s warehouse, which means
that the seller right away invests its own funds in the
client’s orders (to the tune of 80% of the client’s
turnover). Given the ranking conducted, the sales
manager set the significance index at 10%. This means
that the buyer just has to make a down-payment to the
tune of 10% of the price of the order to have its order
accepted for fulfillment. We’ll determine the exact sum
based on the following information: there is merchandise
worth 30 thousand rub. at the warehouse ready to be
shipped; the client has sent in a down-payment in the
amount of 50 thousand rub. and the seller has already
ordered merchandise worth 70 thousand rub. for the
client. Our calculations indicate that the client can,
without  making  any   more  payments,  order
merchandise for 130 thousand rub. more (130 = (50 – 30 )
/ * 100 / 10 – 70). If  the  amount  of  money  that covers
the  merchandise  which  has  already been or is ready to
be shipped exceeds the amount paid, the final value will
be negative and no new order can be accepted for
fulfillment.

in the questionnaire earlier (with regard to the volume of
purchases and frequency of shipments).

5. Adjustment of SCI based on the sum of weighted
ratings conforming to the real indicators of the client's
performance. This stage envisages a possibility of a
penalty in the form of assigning the value 0 to the sum of
weighted ratings in case there is at least one shipment not
paid for on time, which means that future work should
require a 100% down-payment. If all these payment
obligations are met by the buyer on time, the significance
index is adjusted based on the number of rush orders.

It’s expedient to adjust the significance index at least
once a year so as to ensure timely adjustment of the
company’s credit policy by means of:

identifying non-repayers and timely setting up a
100% down-payment requirement for them;

Rewarding clients who maintain a high turnover rate
trying to develop their businesses (both in terms of
enlarging their workforce and increasing their sales
volume) and regularly meeting their payment
obligations.

CONCLUSION

The hypothesized client-rating methodology makes
it possible to:

Come up with a set of well-defined transparent rules
for rating clients while being prepared to flexibly
approach the needs of each individual client;
Determine the down-payment size using a well-
founded technique with a view to satisfy both the
client which doesn’t want to make a full down-
payment and the seller which will be able to plan out
more accurately the funds intended for paying its
supplier.

Such approach enables the online store to build an
optimum system of financing, form budgets and invest
funds in innovative technology (e.g. improve the quality
of its catalogues and website – the major instruments of
sales) and activities aimed at enhancing the quality of
service (creating its own delivery service and using
payment systems more actively). In applying this
methodology,   the    company    faces   several  problems:
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having to use specialized computer software; to be able to The approach introduces a formula for determining
identify the most essential rating parameters and their the credit limit and calculating the client significance
point ratings the person has to be qualified in finance and index, which is an evaluative indicator used for the
well-versed in the specifics of the market the company is well-founded assessment of the maximum volume of
operating in. merchandise shipments.
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